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The piece has two endings. It depends on a decision and concert time possibilities of the ensemble.
Play the piece either with the first end, which lasts around 10 minutes, or continue till the second
final end, around 15 minutes.
Instrumentation:
Voice – flexible range
Clarinet in B flat
Flutes – alto and piccolo
Percussion – vibraphone, cymbal, snare drum, woodblock, gong (any size); hard, middle hard, soft
and very soft sticks
Clarinet and alto flute are written in transpositions.
All the instruments should feel like one interconnected instrument.
Dynamics:
The dynamics should be soft and resonant during the whole piece (except of the forte in percussion
in the 2nd end), fulfill this requirement in respect to the instruments and players possibilities. The
sound should be balanced, nobody should stick out, or be too soft. That way the piece is going to
change in dynamics according to the materials and techniques. Find the soft and resonant dynamics
for each event.
Explanations:
-

the b4 note has to be sustained throughout the whole piece without stopping (except of the
written pauses in the 2nd part), the players have to follow each other continuously
the length of the events is (as well as the duration of the piece) dependent on the length of the
singer´s and clarinet and flute player´s breath and on the length of the bow of violin and
vibraphone – switching the responsibility for each event (for example 1st event depends on the
clarinet player´s breath, 2nd on the flute player´s breath etc.)

- play each breath or bow as long as possible.

Voice
- choose one pitch from the range marked by double sided arrow and around the chosen pitch
oscillate in various speeds up and down, maximally one quatertone
In the second ending:
- make a microtonal glissando over the marked range

Alto flute, piccolo
- the arrows with a specific number marks the pitches in the highest range or the lowest range of
the piccolo and alto flute (1 – the highest pitch or 1 – the lowest pitch). The distance between
each following pitch is one quartertone. The time distances between the tones are proportional;
there are also length markings under each pitch.

-

fast, middle speed and slow beating – find the interval between the flute and voice to achieve
different speeds of beatings; sing into the instrument

Clarinet in B flat
- fast, middle speed and slow beating – find the interval between the clarinet and voice to achieve
different speeds of beatings; sing into the instrument
multiphonics
-

find 12 multiphonics on the clarinet and mark them with numbers from 1 – sounding the lowest,
and 12, sounding the highest
order them from the lowest to the highest and subscribe a number (1-12) to each of them
write a specific fingerings into the score

circular breathing (e.g. 3 breaths) – play circular breathing in the length of 3 breaths

In the second ending:
- the arrows with a specific number marks the pitches in the highest range of the clarinet (1 – the
highest pitch). The distance between each following pitch is one quartertone. The time distances
between the tones are proportional; there are also length markings under each pitch
Violin
- there are 3 speeds of circular bowing in the piece (fast, middle and slow), each related to
different 2 strings.
- there are also different speeds of vibrato:
Very slow vibrato = oscillating up and down, maximally one quartertone.

Percussion
- play the vibraphone key with a violoncello or a bass bow
- hit on percussion - one hit on the specific instrument any time during the single event
- l.v. = let vibrate, or laissez-vibrer

The other explanations are written in the score.

